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Infinity ward patch notes

Free up space! Need to prepare your hard drive storage for Black Ops: Cold War and Warzone updates? Check out these helpful tips on how you can uninstall content from game options. Click here to learn how! PLAYLIST UPDATES: MODERN WAR: Gunfight TDM Snipers Only Hardpoint Hills and Kills Shipment 24/7 Shoot House 24/7
WARZONE: BR Solos, Duos, Trios, Quads Plunder Trios PRIVATE WARZONE We are thrilled to release a beta version of Warzone private games! This requires several player counts to start the match and we have three modes available: BR - 50 players needed to get started (it also has squad variations) Plunder - 30 players needed to
get started (it also has squad variations) Mini BR - 24 players required Please share any bugs you find along with your feedback! GENERAL FIXES: Fixed an issue where, when reviving a fallen teammate when the round ends in Survival, Users may get stuck in third person Fixed an issue where some players saw the error code:
HK:s.373408m-54293536:10635584 Bug Operator Challenge Fix where players cannot complete the first goal in the mission from Gaz's Season 4 Operator Pack win 3 Gulag fights as Gaz Fix for an issue where the challenges of 90 - 100 officers have been restored after completion, preventing players from being given the last emblem of
Season 6 in the SP Safehouse Final , at killstreak Chopper's checkpoint, when using the zoom button, the camera will zoom in and out using the Juggernaut will not hear the drilling audio when hit by The Phlembotomizer launch knife. This fixed an issue where the player could have Spotter's Scope effect when not purchased with it
collecting 2 weapons while watching with the range Fixed an issue where helicopters could spin and float in the air after progressing in Survival Corrections to help prevent players from going to AFK in Gunfight LMG, Sniper rifles, and Marksmen rifles will now rotate as in Gunfight Fix for an issue where players who die just before a
headquarters is deactivated and see how the full kill camera does not appear as intended WEAPONS: M4 Tombstone : Fixed an issue in which to add the .458 SOCOM or The Mags from 9 mm to 32-Round removes them from the Trace Packr weapon model: Sakura Edition- Maruyama - The dynamic icon appears to have a small space
between the gun and the weapon body when the Compensator is equipped in the FTAC 13.5 compact gun. This has been fixed pc: To help with patch sizes and space in High-resolution textures will now be downloaded during playback, using On-Demand Textures Streaming: On-Demand Textures Streaming is in options, on the Graphics
tab, and in the Details and Textures section. It will only be launched for users who play with Texture Resolution set to High. Transmit textures for Operators and Weapons. You can control the daily texture streaming limit and the size of your cache You can learn more about Texture Streaming HERE Fix for an error where a Premium user
with only Warzone Warzone you can select a test on an MP map, which can result in a crash fix for a bug where PC players were able to select custom equipment in Snipers Only Fixes for an issue where some Activision account names were being applied to different profiles in the Survival Mode friends list now has their own dlc package.
To access Survival, a player has to install both Special Operations and WARZONE Survival: Corrections to help fight gun corruption, while in Spectator mode Gas from the gas grenade can sometimes completely hide or hide players from thermal ranges Fixed an exploitation near the Lozoff Pass Armored Royale metro station: Fixed an
issue in which to drop a redistribution flare Truck at subway service entrance can cause the truck to parachute while underground in Plunder, Players' parachutes will now be automatically deployed to help prevent Fix exploits for an exploit with durable gas mask Fixed an audio error in which no overheating audio is played when using the
machine gun in the helicopter When the player is using Ping bumper such as its button design, the player will not be able to switch between the gas grenade and the EMP explosion, resulting in them only using the gas grenade. This has been corrected when you sit in the passenger seat of a helicopter and using the machine gun, baiting
a lethal while simultaneously changing seats will break players' vision model. This fixed Fix for an issue where players can't equip other war tracks after selecting Random Removed Juggernauts from Bunker puzzles PLAYLIST: MODERN WARFARE: Boots on the Ground War Blueprint Gunfight Face Off SnD Double Down Realism Gun
Game GENERAL FIXES: Fix for a bug on Hackney Yard that could prevent Minotaur from performing an an Performing an an Performing an an Performing an Performing an an Performing an an Ingotao Execution Fixed an issue where some players could not get a Nuke after getting the correct number of death corrections to help the
Wheelsons climb multiple terrain Fixed an issue where the 'Revive' message while playing Cyber Attack was inconsistently appearing WEAPONS : Fennec: Increased ISO damage range: Increased damage range Looking for Call of Duty: Warzone patch notes? Click here To get more news and patch notes for Call of Duty: Warzone and
Call of Duty: Black Ops Cold War, be sure to follow @Treyarch and @Ravensoftware GENERAL: Fixed an issue where players could survive in gas while remaining in the WEAPONS subway's fast travel system: VAL: Fixed an issue that caused SSP 10-R mags to allow bullet penetration across multiple SP-R 208 walls: Increase to flite
Reduced to ADS speed Variable zoom range Bring the weapon closer to the player while ADSing Small reduction to the speed of ADS .300 Norma mag and .338 Types of Ammunition Lapua Mag : Bullet speed reduction Reduced to ADS SKS speed: Small reduction in ADS speed for variable zoom scopes New in this update, PC players
can now select which content they would like to install on their machines. Instructions on how to install specific content below! Before removing installed content, make sure Call of Duty: Modern Modern game is not running, and the game is not being updated. 1. Open the Battle.net. 2. Select Call of Duty: Modern Warfare in the left pane.
3. Select the Options menu at the top left of the Battle.net. 4. Select Modify Installation to open the installation pop-up window. 5. Under Game Content, select Modify Installation. 6. Uncheck the content you want to uninstall. (Warzone cannot be uninstalled.) Campaign Multiplayer Special Operations 7. Select Confirm. 8. Select Start
Installation. Note: You cannot modify the content installed during the upgrade. If your game isn't up-to-date before you change the content selection, the size estimates won't be accurate. Are you on your console and want to free up space on your hard drive? Click here. February 26, 2020 General Fixes: Players who see a rank reset
request screen after yesterday's Update Regiment Corrections invite Fix for Quick Fix advantage does not work as intended while used as a Perk Fix specialist for killstreaks still running on CDL playlists on February 19 , 2020 GENERAL CORRECTS: Correction of regimental tags that do not appear as Fix is intended for players who
receive the Jockworth error while gunfight tournaments fix an issue where the numbers on the list of teams and numbers on the COD Caster minimap did not correspond to Pointman: Correction for an issue where Killchain scores were given for Killstreaks' death without Having Killchain equipped Fix for a CDL Gunsmith explode February
14, 2020 GENERAL FIXES Fix for a bug that allowed players to use attachments not yet won Exploit fixes on various maps and modes Fixed an issue that leaves a CDL filter of players active after they have joined a group without CDL filters Back-end Solutions December 11 , 2019 General Fixes Fix Update for the R9-0 Smoothebore
does not appear correctly in the game Fix for the Smooth Dominator notor Appears correctly in the game Fix for the Heat Cycle weapon does not appear correctly in the Fix game for an error where equipping the LMG Old Wounds could cause an error, Kick players out of the Operator Challenge Descriptions menu have been updated to
indicate that a specific operator must be equipped in order to complete the challenge if you reach a new rank while in the middle of a game and perform the criteria to complete a challenge you just unlocked, progress wouldn't show up in the UI until you've entered a new game. We've done some backend work to help improve this.
Arrangement for Objective 2 of the Mara Operator Mission showing a name for 'Desert Work' position for the Fix reward for Wyatt's calling card that appears with incorrect rarity correction for Cluster Strike missiles that jams on undated surfaces and loop audio the rest of the Fix match for special operations exploits: Survival December 10,
2019 Update What's New: Gunfight: OSP (Replace Gunfight) Infected (Replace Reinforcement) New Ground War Map, Aniyah Palace Hardcore Additions: FFA NVG Moshpit (TDM, Kill Confirmed, Headquarters, Domination) Shoot House 24/7 24/7 Kill Confirmed, Headquarters, Domination) December 6, 2019 Update WHAT'S NEW:
Shoot House 24/7 is back! (replaces Crash 24/7) Removed Night Maps from Hardcore Modes Added to Docks back to the rotation of the Grazna Raid and Arklov Peak Fire Map to Hardcore TDM Added Arklov Peak to Hardcore Headquarters GENERAL FIXES: When attempting to view weapon details from a weapon on the Missions tab,
players will be returned to the main menu. This has been fixed. Fixed trimming the cargo ship through the playable area on the docks In some cases, players could not see or knock down the counter UAV of an opposing team. This has been fixed Fix for VTOL audio persisting after being knocked down Fix for an accident that could occur
while being prone and firing the AK-47 with a launcher and the fully charged advantage equipped Fix for the world Jack Frosty and Old Wounds model that appears differently than Armory/Gunsmith Special Operations models: Just Reward – Fix for HVT truck crashing into parts of the Special Operations map: Survival – Correction for the
spawn flare does not work as expected on November 25, 2019 Update what's new Allow up to 4 party players in Gun Game Move FFA to the Fix Joint Filter menu in progress for FFA to avoid finding late progress matches Turn off reappearance cameras for headquarters and Hardpoint GENERAL FIXES : Removed infils for both
computers when loading into Piccadilly, Find and Destroy Correction for an error where the thermal optics on the PP19 Bizon would appear white while ADS is set for E.O.D. perk does not allow players to hack claymores in FFA Fix for various boosts and out-of-bounds exploits Fix for laser sights that misalign on the P90 and MP5 Special
Operations: Minor adjustment to difficulty November 19, 2019 General Special Operations Update: Fix for an issue where a player would not see any objectives after retrying a mission after specifying (Operation Paladin) CDL: Correcting Rule Sets in Find and Destroy where Field Improvements Were Disabled Ground War : Fixed an issue
that could cause the reappearance selection screen filter to remain on the screen when it appears again in Fix to see an issue where the Select Load screen reappears after already selecting an equipment and trying to appear again in Fix to get an exploit where players could Re-appear duplicate your killstreaks (Fix for various feats) Fix
for Blue V Optic Challenge do not display the appropriate text description Correct Trophy Spelling Error Missions/Challenges: Tracking Challenges Have Been Fixed: Infiltrator Warrior Code Aggression Domination Ammunition Progression Progress Official Launch Destroy Officer Heartbreaker Progress Officer's Progress Precision
Airstrike Officer's Progress: Karma Officer's Progress Close and Personal Weapons: AUG Increased damage at close range Increased medium range and reduction of chest multiplier 725 Small reduction to base weapon damage range Significantly reduced damage range added by Small accessories Unnoticed Reduced effective hip
damage Model 680: Slight reduction of the full range of damage that extends accessories on November 15, 2019 PC title update fixes to avoid stuttering/hooking during scenes; If you still experience this, please let us know General Stability Improvements, including a solution for The Development Error 6178 November 2, 2019 Title
Update More fixes to prevent accidents and improve stability on all Battlechatter platforms has been removed from the tactical modes of an APC life and tanks in ground warfare no longer award points to a nuclear weapons fix For charms that affect weapon performance when shooting from the Claymores hip: Stun grenades can now
force claymores into a disabled state for 3 seconds Steps: Adjustments to tame the third person's steps. They will now filter based on more occlusion. Fixed an issue where tac inserts could cause players to appear outside the bounds Fix golden camouflage that was not unlocked in the .357 Playlist Update NVG Realism (TDM only)
Ground War Gunfight Kill Confirmed FFA october October 28 October, Title 2019 update fix for a special operations achievement that did not unraak after completing all the steps of the 3rd person missions is now silent while the Dead Silence Field update is active Hard Spot: Adjustments to Hill Rotations and Locations at Arklov Peak,
Azhir Cave, Hackney Yard, Rammaza, and St. Petrograd October 27, 2019 Cyber Attack Playlist Update is now in the 10v10 TDM and 10v010 Dom Quick Play Filter now have their own option in the Quick Play Filter October 26, 26 , 2019 Playlist Update Adding 64 Players Count Ground Warfare in Quarry A solution for not being able to
revive in HC Cyber Attack Defcon Timer is now 45 seconds October 25, 2019 Playlist Update Add FFA Activate Ground War Elimination of Ground War10v10 Domination of Aniyah Title Update Backend Fixes updates to help prevent it from crashing on all platforms – If you experience an accident, please let us know Fix for a bug where
players could earn more points by shooting specific vehicles while having Pointman equipped with enhanced ADS while using un ranged weapons on Xbox In some cases, some players were not able to complete the road mission due to an exfil Fix bug for the Best of the Best Not Tracking Progress Fix for Elite Sniper Challenge not
showing the correct Fix description for several falling not unlocking during the Fix progression for the Unlock for Double Cross grid not progressing beyond 4 Correction for description and requirements necessary to unlock some optical scopes in Gunsmith Fix for an exploit in Gunsmith when using mouse and PC keyboard Specific Dev



Error 6065 : We are currently working on a solution for this and appreciate your patience. Lowering the graphics settings can help in the meantime. Development Error 6165: Players encountering this issue should try a 'Scan and Repair' through the app Battle.net. If this is not successful, a full reinstallation might resolve the issue. Chart
options cannot be accessed: We are actively working on a solution to but deleting the player folder in Documents -&gt; Call of Duty: Modern Warfare could help resolve until a fix is implemented. If this does not work for you, please let us know. RTX doesn't work: In order to enable RTX, you'll need to have a CARD that supports RTX and
Win10 1809 and higher. Be sure to update Windows and your video card drivers. Drivers.
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